
This term we will be travelling around parts of Europe by car, bus, plane, train, camper van and boat. 
We will be talking about different food traditions.  

We will be stamping our passports, tasting different foods, learning how to say ‘hello’ in the different 
languages, talking about the weather in each country and finding each of the countries on the globe 
and making the different flags for each country. We will be making postcards from each country. 

 

15th April: England  
We will be having a cup of tea and rich tea biscuits for snacks this week. We will  
learn about London Buses, talking about our Royal Family, and make royal crowns.  

Letter of the Week: Y  

 

22nd April: Ireland  
We will be eating traditional soda bread for snack this week and learning about  

boat travel. The children will be making and decorating Harps. 

Letter of the Week: Z 
 

  

29th April: Italy  
We will be making and eating pizzas this week for snack, as well as making a creative  
pizza using a paper plate, sticking on different shaped toppings. We will be learning 
about plane travel, and talking about the Sistine chapel. We will even try to create 

our own chapel from sticks.  

Phonic Sound of the Week: S 

 

7th May: Poland  
We will be learning about Car travel and cutting out Polish dolls, which we  

will arrange into size order.  
Phonic Sound of the Week: A 

 

13th May: Romania  

We will look at traditional Romanian folk art, and use this as inspiration to decorating 
wooden spoons. The children will also have the opportunity to learn about train travel. 

Phonic Sound of the Week: T 

 

20th May: Hungary  
Using paper plates and yarn, the children will create their own Hungarian  

embroidery patterns. We will be learning about camper van travel 

Phonic Sound of the Week: P 

 


